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AUGUST

Carrie Soto Is Back
TAYLOR JENKINS REID

The new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling
author of Malibu Rising and of the phenomenal TikTok
sensation The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo.
Carrie Soto is fierce, and her determination to win at any
cost has not made her popular. But by the time she retires
from tennis, she has shattered every record and claimed
twenty Slam titles. And if you ask Carrie, she is entitled to
every one.
But six years after her retirement, Carrie finds herself
sitting in the stands of the 1994 US Open, watching her
record being taken from her by a brutal, stunning British
player named Nicki Chan.
At thirty-seven years old, Carrie makes the monumental
decision to come back to reclaim her record. Even if the
sports media say that they never liked the ‘Battle-Axe’
anyway. Even if her body doesn’t move as fast as it did.
And even if it means swallowing her pride to train with a
man she once almost opened her heart to: Bowe Huntley.
In spite of it all: Carrie Soto is back, for one epic final
season. In this riveting and unforgettable novel, Taylor
Jenkins Reid tells her most vulnerable, emotional story yet.

30/08/2022
9781529152128
£16.99
Royal
Modern and Contemporary
Fiction

Taylor Jenkins Reid is the author of several novels,
including Daisy Jones & The Six, The Seven Husbands of
Evelyn Hugo and Malibu Rising. She lives in Los Angeles
with her husband, their daughter and their dog.
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SEPTEMBER

Act of Oblivion
ROBERT HARRIS

From the No. 1 bestselling author.
‘From what is it they flee?’
He took a while to reply. By the time he spoke the men
had gone inside. He said quietly, ‘They killed the King.’
1660. Colonel Edward Whalley and his son-in-law,
Colonel William Goffe, cross the Atlantic. They are on the
run and wanted for the murder of Charles I. Under the
provisions of the Act of Oblivion, they have been found
guilty in absentia of high treason.
In London, Richard Nayler, secretary of the regicide
committee of the Privy Council, is tasked with tracking
down the fugitives. He’ll stop at nothing until the two
men are brought to justice. A reward hangs over their
heads – for their capture, dead or alive.
Act of Oblivion is an epic journey across continents, and
a chase like no other. It is the thrilling new novel by
Robert Harris.

01/09/2022
9781529151756
£22.00
Royal
Fiction / Thrillers /
Historical

Robert Harris is the author of fourteen bestselling
novels: the Cicero Trilogy – Imperium, Lustrum and
Dictator – Fatherland, Enigma, Archangel, Pompeii, The
Ghost, The Fear Index, An Officer and a Spy, which won
four prizes including the Walter Scott Prize for Historical
Fiction, Conclave, Munich, The Second Sleep and V2. He
lives in West Berkshire with his wife, Gill Hornby.
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SEPTEMBER

The Story of Art Without
Men
KATY HESSEL
The story of art as it’s never been told before, including
over 300 full-colour artworks from the Renaissance to
the present day, from the art historian and broadcaster
Katy Hessel.
‘It’s a long way before the balance is truly redressed
but this is a good start.’
TRACEY EMIN
How many women artists do you know? Who makes
art history? Did women even work as artists before the
twentieth century? And what is the Baroque anyway?
Discover the glittering Sofonisba Anguissola of the
Renaissance, the radical work of Harriet Powers in
nineteenth-century USA and the artist who really
invented the ‘Readymade’. Explore the Dutch Golden
Age, the astonishing work of postwar artists in Latin
America and the women artists defining art in the 2020s.
Have your sense of art history overturned, and your eyes
opened to many art forms often overlooked or dismissed.
From the Cornish coast to Manhattan, Nigeria to Japan,
this is the history of art as it’s never been told before.

08/09/2022
9781529151145
£30.00
Royal
Art History

Katy Hessel is an art historian, presenter and curator
dedicated to celebrating female artists. The founder
of @thegreatwomenartists and the podcast of the same
name, she has collaborated with Tate Modern and Dior,
lectured at Cambridge University and the National
Gallery and presented programmes for the BBC. In 2021,
she was selected for the Forbes 30 Under 30 list in Art
& Culture and she is currently the Curatorial Trustee
of Charleston.
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Volume 3: 1943–57

SEPTEMBER

Henry ‘Chips’ Channon:
The Diaries
CHIPS CHANNON
‘The greatest British diarist of the 20th century . . .
finally, we are getting the full text, in all its bitchy,
scintillating detail.’
BEN MACINTYRE
This third and final volume of the unexpurgated diaries
of Sir Henry ‘Chips’ Channon begins as the Second
World War is turning in the Allies’ favour. It ends with
Chips descending into poor health but still able to turn
a pointed phrase about the events that swirl around him
and the great and the good with whom he mingles.
Chips assiduously describes events in and around
Westminster, gossiping about individual MPs’ ambitions
and indiscretions, but also rising powerfully to the
occasion to capture the mood of the House on VE Day.
His energies, though, are increasingly absorbed by a
private life that at times reaches Byzantine levels of
complexity, and through which we encounter such
figures as Laurence Olivier, Vivienne Leigh, Cecil
Beaton, the Mountbattens and any number of dethroned
European monarchs.

08/09/2022
9781529151725
£35.00
Royal
Diaries, Letters & Journals

He has been described as ‘the greatest British diarist of the
20th century’. This final volume fully justifies that accolade.
Sir Henry ‘Chips’ Channon was born in Chicago in 1897.
The son of a wealthy businessman, he accompanied
the American Red Cross to Paris in 1917, was an
undergraduate at Christ Church, Oxford, and then
settled in London where he mingled with society and
enjoyed the high life. He married into the Guinness
family and became a Conservative MP for Southend from
1935 until his death.
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SEPTEMBER

Into Iraq
MICHAEL PALIN

A fascinating and rare insight into the history and
culture of Iraq, by Britain’s best-loved travel writer.
In March 2022, former Monty Python stalwart and
intrepid globetrotter Michael Palin journeyed along
the River Tigris and into Iraq to gain a glimpse of life
in an area of the world that can claim to be the cradle
of civilisation, that has seen the rise and fall of
extraordinary and rich cultures, but that over the
past two decades has witnessed turmoil and
appalling bloodshed.
Now, he shares the journal he meticulously kept during
his trip, in which he describes a country where the past
and present are constantly intermixed. One minute he
is exploring the ruins of Babylon, the next he is scanning
the plumes of smoke rising from burn-off towers in the
vast oilfields outside Basra or surveying the still
war-torn landscapes.
Peppered throughout with his trademark warmth and
wry humour, and illustrated with colour photographs,
the journal offers a wonderful and rare insight into
Iraq in all its extraordinary variety.

15/09/2022
9781529153118
£16.99
216 x 153 mm
Travel Writing

Michael Palin has written and starred in numerous TV
programmes and films, from Monty Python and Ripping
Yarns to The Missionary and The Death of Stalin. He has
also made several much-acclaimed travel documentaries,
his journeys taking him to the North and South Poles, the
Sahara Desert, the Himalayas, Eastern Europe and Brazil.
His books include accounts of his journeys, novels and
several volumes of diaries.
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How Philosophy Can Help Us Find Our Way

KIERAN SETIYA

OCTOBER

Life Is Hard

A timely, lyrical book of philosophy that offers us solace
and the hope of living better even while acknowledging
that life is hard.
‘An eloquent, moving, witty and above all useful
demonstration of philosophy’s power to help us weather
the storms of being human.’
OLIVER BURKEMAN, author of Four Thousand Weeks
Pain, Loneliness, Grief, Injustice . . . Hope?
Life is hard – as the past few years have made painfully
clear. From personal trauma to the injustice and
absurdity of the world, sometimes simply going on can
feel too much.
But could there be solace in acknowledging the
hardships of the human condition? Might doing so free
us from the tyranny of striving for our ‘best lives’ and
help us find warmth, humanity and humour in the lives
we actually have?
In this profound and personal book, Kieran Setiya shows
how philosophy can help us find our way. He offers
guidance for coping with pain and making new friends,
for grieving the lost and failing with grace.

06/10/2022
9781529151213
£16.99
Demy
Philosophy

Kieran Setiya was born in Hull and now teaches
philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He is the author of Midlife: A Philosophical Guide, and
is the host of a podcast, Five Questions, in which he
asks contemporary philosophers five questions about
themselves. His writing has appeared in the Los Angeles
Review of Books, the Times Literary Supplement, the
London Review of Books and the New York Times.
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OCTOBER

The Pothunters
P. G. WODEHOUSE

Celebrating P. G. Wodehouse with a gifty hardback
of his first novel, 120 years after publication.
‘What a mad thing to go and do. Jolly sporting, though.’
Suspicion abounds at St Austin’s School when two silver
trophies, or ‘pots’, are stolen from the cricket pavilion.
Jim Thomson, a talented sportsman who, due to an
unfortunate series of coincidences could be thought
to be the burglar, resolves to clear his name. Featuring
a man from Scotland Yard, chases through the woods
and an exasperated headmaster, Wodehouse’s first
novel is a paean to his beloved, idyllic late Victorian
schooldays, punctuated by bouts of gentlemanly sport
and comic escapades. All the hallmarks of what makes
Wodehouse the greatest comic writer of all time are
in evidence here, in a spiffing read for Wodehouse
aficionados and the uninitiated alike.

06/10/2022
9781529152661
£12.99
B Format
Humorous Fiction / Classic
Fiction

P. G. Wodehouse (1881–1975) is widely regarded
as the greatest comic writer of the 20th century.
Wodehouse wrote more than 70 novels and 300 short
stories, creating numerous much-loved characters –
the inimitable Jeeves and Wooster, Lord Emsworth
and his beloved Empress of Blandings, Mr Mulliner,
Ukridge, and Psmith. His humorous articles were
published in more than 80 magazines, including
Punch, over six decades. He was awarded the
Mark Twain Prize for ‘an outstanding and lasting
contribution to the happiness of the world’.
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OCTOBER

Paperbacks:
‘The finest and
funniest writer the past
century ever knew.’
STEPHEN FRY
‘The ultimate in
comfort reading.’
MARIAN KEYES
‘A cavalcade
of perfect joy.’
CAITLIN MORAN
‘An incomparable
and timeless genius.’
KATE MOSSE

SOMETHING FRESH
06/10/2022 | 9780099513780

THE CODE OF THE WOOSTERS
06/10/2022 | 9781787461048

CARRY ON, JEEVES
06/10/2022 | 9781787461079

LEAVE IT TO PSMITH
06/10/2022 | 9780099513797

‘Is there a better
P. G. Wodehouse
character than
Psmith? No there
is not. Thank you
for agreeing.’
JOHN SELF
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OCTOBER

Britain’s Best Political
Cartoons 2022
TIM BENSON
Another bumper collection of the most hilarious and
thought-provoking political cartoons of the year,
featuring the work of Peter Brookes, Steve Bell, Nicola
Jennings and many more.
In Britain’s Best Political Cartoons 2022, the nation’s
finest satirists turn their eyes and their pens to the
biggest, most riotous, and most poignant news stories
of the year so far. Bringing much needed humour to a
tumultuous year in politics, this companion features
the work of Peter Brookes, Steve Bell, Morten Morland,
Nicola Jennings, Christian Adams, Dave Brown, Brian
Adcock and many more, alongside captions from Britain’s
leading cartoon expert. The result is a razor-sharp, witty
and essential companion to the year.

27/10/2022
9781529153057
£14.99
180 x 202 mm
Trade Paperback
Humour Collections
& Anthologies

‘A wonderful book . . . Our brilliant cartoonists
show there is still something to satirise.’
GILES COREN
‘A blockbuster collection of the year’s funniest
political cartoons . . . It made us chuckle.’
EAMONN HOLMES

Dr Tim Benson is Britain’s leading authority on political
cartoons. He runs the Political Cartoon Gallery and Café,
which is located near the River Thames in Putney. He
has produced numerous books on the history of cartoons,
including David Low Censored, Giles’s War, Churchill in
Caricature, Low and the Dictators, Drawing the Curtain:
The Cold War in Cartoons and How to be British:
A Cartoon Celebration.
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AUGUST

Fortitude

Unlocking the Secrets of Inner Strength

BRUCE DAISLEY

The Sunday Times bestselling author of The Joy of
Work reveals the true secrets of inner strength.
In this groundbreaking new book, Bruce Daisley
undertakes a fascinating journey to the heart of human
resilience. He examines the super-elite of the sports
world, from Simone Biles to Andy Murray, to see what
clues their life experiences offer us about the interplay
of setback and attainment. He assesses the impact of
misfortune and trauma on our minds and bodies, reviews
the effectiveness of what has come to be known as the
‘growth mindset’, and questions whether people these
days really are more prone to be ‘snowflakes’.
As he does so, Daisley reveals the deep flaws in
current thinking on self-reliance. In its place he offers
a far more empirical and humane approach. Forget
intimidating notions of ‘resilience’ and ‘grit’. Instead,
find out how to create a genuine feeling of control.
Discover what a confident sense of your own identity
really means. Learn how to draw strength from those
around you. In other words, embrace the new
science of ‘fortitude’.

25/08/2022
9781847943651
£20.00
Royal
Popular Psychology

Bruce Daisley is host of the UK’s number one business
podcast Eat Sleep Work Repeat. He is much in demand on
the conference circuit and has been one of the Evening
Standard’s 1,000 Most Influential Londoners for four
years and is one of Debrett’s 500 Most Influential People
in Britain. He was formerly European Vice-President of
Twitter. His first book, The Joy of Work, was a Sunday
Times bestseller.
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The Six Phase Meditation
Method

The Proven Technique to Supercharge Your Mind,
Manifest Your Goals and Make Magic in Minutes a Day

VISHEN LAKHIANI
A book to help you hack the benefits of meditation with a
15-minute programme that anyone can master.
The New York Times bestselling author is back with
a new book to show readers how to hack meditation
with a hyper-efficient programme that anyone can
make time for.
Pulled from thousands of years of psycho-spiritual
wisdom and translated into plain English, The Six
Phase Meditation Method presents a logical, 15-minute
practice. This meditation will actively change your brain
chemistry to increase focus, reduce anxiety and teach
you how to thrive amid all the crazy-making situations in
your life so you shift from overwhelm to overwellness –
an optimum level of balance in all aspects of your life.
No matter what you’ve got going on – an endless to-do
list, screaming kids, financial burdens – it doesn’t matter.
This book will help you hack the benefits of meditation
and thrive.

22/09/2022
9781529901870
£16.99
Royal
Self-Help & Personal
Development

Vishen Lakhiani is the founder and CEO of Mindvalley,
a personal growth education empire with more than two
million students, which teaches revolutionary success
systems for mastering life via online learning platforms,
storytelling and filmmaking, and live events. He is the
author of the New York Times bestsellers The Buddha
and the Badass and The Code of the Extraordinary
Mind, which has been translated into more than twenty
languages. In total, Vishen and Mindvalley have over 10
million followers across all social media. He also hosts
the popular Mindvalley podcast.
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OCTOBER

The Long Covid Handbook
DANNY ALTMANN AND GEZ
MEDINGER

The definitive guide to Long Covid.
Reports suggest that over 100m people around the
world are living with Long Covid (more than 1.5m in
the UK) yet reliable, clear information and guidance
remains scarce. This book is the definitive guide to
understanding, managing and treating the condition.
Written by the world’s leading immunologist, Professor
Danny Altmann, and expert patient Gez Medinger,
The Long Covid Handbook translates cutting-edge
science, patient-led research and practical guidance
with clarity. This book will equip you with expert
information and advice on:
- Long Covid’s 200 symptoms, which include fatigue,
brain fog, breathlessness and more
- Tips for recovery
- Which treatments are most effective and why
- Who is most susceptible to the condition and why

20/10/2022
9781529900125
£14.99
Royal
Personal & Public Health

- What we can learn about Long Covid from other chronic
illnesses
- The impact on mental health
Gez Medinger is an
investigative science
journalist and patient
advocate for Long Covid.
Dr Danny Altmann is a
Professor of Immunology
at Imperial College London.
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365 Ways to Become Your Best

NOVEMBER

High Performance:
The Daily Journal
JAKE HUMPHREY AND
DAMIAN HUGHES
The bestselling authors of High Performance return –
with 365 short reflections on unlocking your potential,
every day of the year. Each page offers a thoughtprovoking insight into the art and science of excellence,
in one of three categories:
- Inspire. Short, inspirational quotes from the planet’s
greatest sportspeople, coaches and psychologists
- Think. Prompts that invite you to reflect on your day,
your work and your life
- Do. Do-it-yourself exercises that will help you identify
your strengths and hone your skills
Whether you’re learning a leading football manager’s
Non-Negotiables or writing your very own To-Don’t List,
the journal is a practical guide to becoming your best –
today, tomorrow and forever.

03/11/2022
9781529902563
£14.99
Demy
Self-help & Journaling

Jake Humphrey is the lead Premier League football
presenter on BT Sport. He formerly spent a decade at the
BBC, where he covered the likes of Formula 1, the FIFA
World Cup and the London Olympics.
Damian Hughes is an expert on sporting culture and a
visiting professor at Manchester Metropolitan University.
In their multi-million-download podcast, Jake and
Damian interview remarkable individuals – from Kelly
Holmes to Matthew McConaughey to Jonny Wilkinson
– to uncover how they got that way.
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OCTOBER

Just Sayin’
MALORIE BLACKMAN

For over thirty years Malorie Blackman’s books have
shaped British literature and inspired a generation of
readers and writers. Now, Malorie is sharing her story.
Her memoir is an empowering account of the life of a
genius storyteller and all the reasons she writes.
Malorie takes us back to her childhood, and the precise
moment she fell in love with words. She shares how
she gravitated to imaginary worlds and realms in order
to escape her childhood – the disconnect she felt from
other children, the fracture of her family to a singleparent household and the period that led to her eventual
homelessness. These are the darker moments which
made way for the light and her inspiration for writing.
Eighty-two rejection letters later, numerous accolades,
and published in every single territory there is - Malorie
Blackman has spent her life proving people wrong and
writing words to encourage every generation to dream
bigger and bigger.
This book is an ode to the younger Malorie, and all the
disconnected dreamers like her. This book is full with
humour and hope. This is her life lessons, the impetus
behind her biggest books, and a few writing tips too.
This is an inspiring account of an extraordinary life.

20/10/2022
9781529118674
£16.99
Demy
Autobiography

Malorie Blackman has written over seventy books
for children and young adults, including the Noughts
& Crosses series. In 2005 Malorie was honoured with
the Eleanor Farjeon Award in recognition of her
distinguished contribution to the world of children’s
books. In 2008 she received an OBE for her services
to children’s literature, and between 2013 and 2015
she was the Children’s Laureate.
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JULY

Matrix
LAUREN GROFF
The New York Times bestseller from the three-time
National Book Award finalist.
‘Lush, gripping and ferocious.’
MADELINE MILLER
‘Full of passion, wisdom and magic.’
SARAH WATERS
‘Gorgeous, sensual, addictive.’
SARA COLLINS
‘Perfectly done. I adored it.’
MAX PORTER

01/07/2022 | 9781529157864
£9.99 | B Format
Fiction

JULY

The Lincoln Highway
AMOR TOWLES
The No. 1 New York Times bestselling novel by the
author of A Gentleman in Moscow.
‘Deserves a place alongside Kerouac, Steinbeck
and Wolfe as the very best of the genre.’
OBSERVER
‘An absolute beauty of a book. As soon as I finished it,
I wanted to read it again.’
TANA FRENCH
‘Welcome to the enormous pleasure that is The Lincoln
Highway . . . in which the miles fly by and the pages
turn fast.’
ANN PATCHETT

07/07/2022 | 9781529157642
£9.99 | B Format
Fiction
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JULY

Exponential

Order and Chaos in an Age of Accelerating Technology

AZEEM AZHAR
Britain’s most-followed tech writer explores the
‘exponential gap’ between new technologies and
our businesses, workplaces and democracies.
‘The sheer might of technology giants is one of the
great challenges of our time . . . Azeem Azhar’s
excellent book Exponential offers some solutions.’
AMOL RAJAN, BBC NEWS
‘Azhar has a knack for interrogating and inverting
conventional thinking . . . A convincing case that
something extraordinary is taking place in
business and society.’
THE ECONOMIST

14/07/2022 | 9781847942920
£10.99 | B Format

‘Valuable and timely . . . A diligent and comprehensive
definition of a new phase in human affairs.’
SUNDAY TIMES

Current Affairs

JULY

How to Be Well Read

A Guide to 500 Great Novels and a Handful
of Literary Curiosities

JOHN SUTHERLAND
A wonder dip-in guide to the most rewarding,
most remarkable and, on occasion, most shamelessly
enjoyable works of fiction ever written – now with
a new appendix.
‘A dazzling array of genres, periods, styles and tastes
. . . chatty, insightful, unprejudiced (but not uncritical)
and wise.’
TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
‘Generous, enjoyable and well informed.’
OBSERVER

14/07/2022 | 9781529157291
£10.99 | B Format
Literature: History & Criticism
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AUGUST

The Dealmaker

Lessons from a Life in Private Equity

GUY HANDS
An inside account of the multi-billion pound world
of private equity and a masterclass on the art of
dealmaking.
Guy Hands is one of Britain’s most famous and highprofile investors, described as a ‘legendary dealmaker’ by
The Times and ‘a towering figure in UK investment’ by
the Daily Mail. The Dealmaker is both his extraordinary
life story and a brilliant account of how deals are struck.

04/08/2022 | 9781847940575
£10.99 | B Format
Finance

SEPTEMBER

The Romantics
PANKAJ MISHRA
A novel by Pankaj Mishra, author of Run and Hide and
Age of Anger.
‘If you buy one literary novel this year, make sure it’s this.’
THE TIMES
‘The Romantics looks to Flaubert’s Sentimental
Education, to E. M. Forster, to Turgenev. But it is the
product of a distinctive and sharp intelligence.’
HILARY MANTEL
‘Grips the reader as artfully and as compellingly
as the first page of A Passage to India.’
NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS

01/09/2022 | 9781529158090
£9.99 | B Format
Fiction
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SEPTEMBER

Josephine Tey
Dive into the best Golden Age mysteries of all time
with new introductions from Tana French, Kate Mosse
and Alexander McCall Smith
‘The most interesting of the great female writers of
the Golden Age.’
VAL McDERMID
‘Will leave you desperate to re-read.’
SARAH HILARY
‘Josephine Tey enjoys a category to herself,
as a virtuoso in the spurious.’
NEW STATESMAN

The Daughter of Time
01/09/2022 | 9781529156416

‘Ingenious, stimulating and very enjoyable.’
SUNDAY TIMES
‘A guide for living an upright and noble life.’
NEW YORKER
‘The definition of a classic, a real cut above. It hasn’t
aged a day.’
JOSEPH KNOX
The Franchise Affair
01/09/2022 | 9781529156423

To Love and Be Wise
01/09/2022 | 9781529156430
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SEPTEMBER

The Startup of You

Adapt, Take Risks, Grow Your Network, and
Transform Your Life

REID HOFFMAN AND BEN CASNOCHA
The founder of LinkedIn’s bestselling guide to
transforming your life and career – now in a revised
and updated edition.
‘I think that the start-up approach to life is necessary.
This book distils the key techniques needed to succeed.’
JACK DORSEY, co-founder of Twitter
‘Everyone, women and men alike, needs to think big
to succeed. This is a practical book that shows you how
to take control and build a career that will enable you
to have real impact.’
SHERYL SANDBERG, author of Lean In and COO
of Facebook
‘Whatever career you’re in – or want to be in –
The Start-Up of You holds lessons for success.’
MICHAEL BLOOMBERG, founder of Bloomberg

08/09/2022 | 9781847940803
£10.99 | B Format

Self-Help & Personal Development

OCTOBER

Rules for a Knight
ETHAN HAWKE
A beautiful gift book full of wisdom and inspiration
from Hollywood star Ethan Hawke.
‘A guide for living an upright and noble life’
THE NEW YORKER
‘A heartwarming, medieval tale on ethics . . .
an easy and endearing read.’
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
‘Everyone will enjoy’
METRO
20/10/2022 | 9781804940808
£8.99 | B Format
Fiction
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SEPTEMBER

Superbugs

How to Prevent the Next Global Health Threat

VICTORIA TURK

The everything-you-need-to-know WIRED guide to one of
the greatest medical threats confronting us.
The number of people dying due to drug-resistant diseases
is rising every year. What medical weapons and technologies
are being developed to stop this existential threat to all of us?
In this brilliantly wide-ranging, one-stop guide,
journalist Victoria Turk outlines the reasons for this
major crisis in medicine and the steps being taken to
control it. She explains the reasons why antibiotics no
longer have the miraculous force they once did, and
why so many drugs that were once so effective are
now falling short. She considers the implications for
the future, not just in terms of individual health but
humankind’s ability to counter pandemics. She looks at
the latest research into new antibiotics, preventative
medicine, diagnostic techniques and alternative
treatments. And she addresses the fundamental
question: are new medical breakthroughs sufficient to
safeguard our health in the future?

22/09/2022 | 9781847943316
£8.99 | 178 x 129 mm
Personal & Public Health

WIRED is the world’s most authoritative and respected
publication reporting on the emerging trends, ideas
and technologies shaping our world. WIRED has
become synonymous with informed and intelligent
analysis of these transformational forces and the
significance of them for industries and individuals and
is a consistently reliable predictor of change.
Victoria Turk was formerly a features editor at WIRED
UK, and is now features director at Rest of World.
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SEPTEMBER

Give Unto Others
DONNA LEON

Commissario Brunetti returns for his 31st case,
in a year of celebration for his bestselling author,
Donna Leon.
‘Donna Leon has been giving unto us for all of the
thirty years since Death at La Fenice introduced
us to Brunetti.’
VAL MCDERMID
‘Both tremendously enjoyable and deeply humane.’
JESSIE GREENGRASS, Costa-shortlisted author
of The High House
‘Leon’s elegant, witty prose . . . is a joy.’
AMANDA CRAIG
22/09/2022
9781529157253
£9.99
B Format
Crime & Mystery

Donna Leon is author of the much-loved, best-selling
series of novels featuring Commissario Brunetti and
one of The Times’ 50 Greatest Crime Writers. Widely
considered one of the best detective series ever, with
admirers including Ursula K. Le Guin and Antonia Fraser,
the Brunetti Mysteries have won numerous awards
around the world and been translated into thirty-five
languages.
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Immerse yourself in
the world of Commissario
Brunetti
‘A splendid series . . .
with a backdrop of the
city so vivid you can
almost smell it.’
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
‘Brilliantly done, with
a sense of place rarely
matched in any fiction.’
THE TIMES
‘Operatic brilliance . . .
Donna Leon appears to
have the knack of keeping
her Venice-set Brunetti
books as fresh as paint.’
INDEPENDENT

Death at La Fenice
22/09/2022 | 9781529158304

The Waters of Eternal Youth
22/09/2022 | 9781529158311

Through A Glass, Darkly
22/09/2022 | 9781529158328

A Noble Radiance
22/09/2022 | 9781529158298

‘Clever, vivid and
wholly absorbing.’
OBSERVER
‘Leon writes with
great literary panache
and evocative power
about the world’s
most beautiful and
mysterious city.’
SPECTATOR
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